Hacktivism

Monitor global hacktivism operations
Preventing or reducing outages minimizes
disruption for your business

Monitor global hacktivism activity on social networks and the open and Dark Web to protect your organization.
Knowing when criminals plan on disrupting your business is critical information when it comes to protecting your
employees, assets and brand reputation.
Our automated solution tracks and monitors hacktivist operations and exploits that can affect your infrastructure.
Using an advanced early-warning system and active geolocator, the module generates targeted threat intelligence
to shield against potential attack vectors.
What business benefits
does it deliver?
1. Protect your networks, devices and
employees from social-borne attacks
2. Defend against disruption to your business
activities, both in digital and the physical
world
3. Maintain your reputation by detecting and
remediating hacktivist activity before it
causes serious damage

What does
it do?
1. Proactive targeting of hacktivist threats,
including potential exploits and zero-day
attacks against your infrastructure
2. Preserves information and data that can be
used as evidence against hacktivists
3. Creates a comprehensive and easy-tounderstand overview of threats, including
active geolocation trackers and an
advanced early-warning system

Contact sales@blueliv.com for a demonstration.

Blueliv is Europe’s leading cyberthreat intelligence provider, headquartered in Barcelona, Spain. We look beyond your perimeter,
scouring the open, deep and dark web to deliver fresh, automated and actionable threat intelligence to protect the enterprise and
manage your digital risk. Covering the broadest range of threats on the market, a pay-as-you-need modular architecture means
customer s receive streamlined, cost-effective intelligence delivered in real-time, backed by our wor ld-class in-house analyst
team. Intelligence modules are scalable , easy to deploy and easy to use , maximizing security resource while accelerating threat
detection, incident response performance and forensic investigations. Blueliv is recognized across the industr y by analysts
including Gartner and Forrester, and has earned multiple awards for its technology and services including ‘Security Company of the
Year 2019’ by Red Seguridad, Enterprise Security and Enterprise Threat Detection 2018 categor y winner s by Computing.co.uk,
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